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Abstract: In this paper, we introduce the notions of commutating, compatibility and weakly compatible mappings on 
digital metric spaces. Using this concept we prove some common fixed point theorems for a pair of self-maps on a 
digital metric space. We also give an example of a pair of self-maps which is weakly compatible but not compatible 
and give another example in support of our main result. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Fixed point theory plays an important role in functional analysis, and it has wider applications in differential and 
integral equations. Fixed point theory, broadly speaking, demonstrates the existence, uniqueness and construction of 
fixed points of a function or a family of functions. 
The concept of a metric space was introduced by M. Ferchet [15] in 1906. 
Fixed point theory has a good beginning from Banach contraction principle of Banach [1] (1922) with complete metric 
space as back ground. Many authors studied, extended, generalized and improved Banach fixed point theorem in many 
ways. 
In 1976, G. Jungck [24] introduced commuting maps in a complete metric space. This result was generalized and 
extended for commuting mappings in various ways with several contractive types by many authors [7, 8, 9, 13, 22, 31, 
36, 37]. 
Furthermore, B. E. Rhoades and S. Sessa [33] and S. Sessa [38] extended the result of K. M. Das and K. V. Naik [8] 
using the notion of generalized commuting mappings called weakly commuting mappings [ 14, 39, 40]. 
In 1986, G. Jungck [25] introduced more generalized concept of commutativity, called compatibility. This concept is 
more general than that of the weak commutativity due to S. Sessa [38]. In 1988, G. Jungck [23] proved some common 
fixed point theorems for weakly compatible mapping under several contractive conditions. 
 
G. Jungck [27] defined a pair of self-mappings to be weakly compatible if they commute at their coincidence points. 
Various authors have introduced coincidence point results for various classes of mappings on metric spaces. For more 
details of coincidence points theory and related results see [26, 28, 32]. 
Many Authors, used this concept and proved common fixed point theorems on generalized metric spaces like Menger 
space, d - complete topological space, F – complete metric space, G – metric space, Fuzzy metric space, Cone Metric 
Spaces, etc. 
Now we introduce this concept of digital metric spaces. Digital metric space is one of the generalizations of metric 
space and digital topology. 
Digital topology is a developing area of general topology and functional analysis which studies feature of 2D and 3D 
digital image. Digital topology is the study of the topological properties of images arrays. A. Rosenfeld [34, 35] was 
the first to consider digital topology as a tool to study digital images. Kong [29], then introduced the digital 
fundamental group of a discrete object. The digital version of the topological concept was given by L. Boxer [2, 3, 4]. 
A. Rosenfeld [35] first studied the almost fixed point property of digital images. Ege and Karaca [11, 12] gave relative 
and reduced Lefschetz fixed point theorem for digital images. They also calculated the degree of antipodal map for the 
sphere like digital images using fixed point properties. Ege and Karaca [10] defined a digital metric space and proved 
the famous Banach Contraction Principle for digital images. But this paper has many slips and was refined and 
corrected by S. E. Han [21]. 
Based on these concepts K. Sridevi, M.V.R. Kameswari and D.M.K. Kiran [41] introduced  φ− contractions and  
φ− contractive mappings on digital metric spaces. They proved an important Lemma and used it to prove the 
existence and uniqueness of fixed point theorems in digital metric spaces. 
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A common coupled fixed point theorem using E.A. like 

property in supernova spaces 
 

K Sridevi, MVR Kameswari and DMK Kiran 
 
Abstract 
In this paper, we introduce a new space, named Supernova Space and provide an example. We prove a 
common coupled fixed point theorem for four maps satisfying the E. A. Like property and w-compatibility 
in this space. We also obtain some corollaries from this result. 
 
Keywords: supernova space, center of supernova space, coupled fixed point, E. A. like property, W-
compatible. 
 
1. Introduction 
A fixed point theorem was given by Brouwer [5] in 1912, after that the polish mathematician 
Stephan Banach [3] proved contraction mapping theorem and named Banach fixed point theorem 
in 1922. It is an important tool in the theory of metric spaces. Many authors studied, extended, 
generalized and improved this theory to generalized metric spaces like statistical metric spaces, 
Menger spaces, d-complete topological spaces, F-complete metric spaces, G-Metric spaces, 
Fuzzy Metric spaces, Quasi metric spaces, partial metric spaces, b-metric spaces, dislocated 
quasi b-metric spaces, complex valued metric spaces [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16]. 
Bhaskar and Lakshmikantham [4] introduced the concept of coupled fixed points for a given 
partially ordered set. After that Lakshmikantham and Ciric [10] defined coupled coincidence 
point and common coupled fixed point for a pair of maps and Samet et al. [12, 13] proved coupled 
fixed point theorems. K. P. R. Satstry et al. [15, 17, 18] proved some results on coupled fixed point 
theorems and G. V. R. Babu et al. [2] proved some results on coupled fixed point theorems in 
partially ordered metric spaces. Sumitra et al. [21] proved some results on coupled fixed point 
theorems in Fuzzy metric spaces. 
K. Wadhwa et al. [21] introduced the notion of E. A. Like property in fuzzy metric spaces. Abbas 
et al. [1] introduced the notion of w-compatible mapping. 
In this paper, we introduce a new space, named  space and we extend the definition 
of E. A. Like property introduced by K. Wadhwa et al. [21] to  space and prove a 
common coupled fixed point theorem for four maps satisfying w-compatibility in this new 
 space. This paper accepted and presented in International Conference on
Mathematical Sciences and Applications by D. M. K. Kiran [19]. 
 
2. Preliminaries:  
Definition 2.1: Let  be non-empty set,  ≥  and : ×  ⟶  be a function. Consider the 
following conditions of  
(1.1.1) There exists a unique point 0 such that, = ,  =  ⟹  =  = 0. 
(1.1.2), ≤ [, + ,]   , ,  ∈ . 
Are satisfied. Then , is called  space and  is called a parameter of,, 0 is
called the centre of the . 
 
Example 2.2: Let  = [,] and, = | − | + ||. Then  is a  space with 
 = . 
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1. Introduction

Fixed point theory plays an important role in functional analysis. This is a very extensive and wider eld. The concept

of a metric space was introduced by M. Ferchet [12]. Fixed point theory beginning from Banach contraction principle of

Banach [2] (1922) with complete metric spaces as a background and went back to Brouwer xed point theorem of Brouwer

[7, 8] (1910) with Rn as background. It has wider applications in dierential and integral equations in mathematical science

and engineering. Many authors have extended, generalized and improved Banach’s xed point theorem in dierent ways.

The study of the existence and uniqueness of common xed point of mappings satisfying contractive type condition has

been a very active eld of research. Obtaining xed point theorems for self-maps of a metric space by altering distances

between the points with the use of certain continuous control functions is an interesting aspect. The xed point theorems

related to altering distances between points in complete metric spaces have been obtained initially by D. Delbosco [11] and

F. Skof [23] in 1977. M. S. Khan et al. [15] initiated the idea of obtaining xed point of self maps of a metric space by

altering distance between the points with the use of a certain continuous control function. K. P. R. Sastry and G. V. R.

Babu [21] discussed and established the existence of xed points for the orbits of single self-maps and pairs of self-maps by

using a control function. K. P. R. Sastry et al. [20, 22] proved xed point theorems in complete metric spaces by using a

∗ E-mail: kiran dmk@yahoo.com
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a b s t r a c t

The paper focuses to generate some subsets of Set of Pythagorean Triples P = x; y; zð Þ 2 Z3 : x2 þ y2 ¼ z2
n o

. In particular, we are introduce to generate subsets of Set of Pythagorean Triples for each even
and odd integers. And proposed cryptographic programming coding to generate following sub class

of Set of Pythagorean Triples.Let S1 = x; x
2

 2  1; x
2

 2 þ 1
 

: x is an even number
n o

And S2 =

x; x21
2 ; x

2þ1
2

 
: x is an odd number

n o
.

Also proposed following cryptographic coding of Binary Operation ‘*’ on P with (P, *) can form as at
most commutative cyclic semi group . For some P1 = x1; y1; z1ð Þ , P2 =. x2; y2; z2ð Þ

P1  P2 ¼
2ðkþmþ 1Þ; kþmþ 1ð Þ2  1; kþmþ 1ð Þ2 þ 1

  
If x1 ¼ 2kþ 1 and x2 ¼ 2mþ 1; for some integers k;m

2ðkþmÞ; kþmð Þ2  1; kþmð Þ2 þ 1
 

If x1 ¼ 2k and x2 ¼ 2m; for some integers k;m

2 kþmð Þ þ 1; 2  kþmð Þ  kþmþ 1ð Þ; 2  kþmð Þ  kþmþ 1ð Þ þ 1ð Þ other wise

8
>>><
>>>:

Also we are proven under this binary operation, Some of the elements (at most all the elements of S1
and S2) of P are generated by (1,0,1) 2 P.
Ó 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientic committee of the International Confer-
ence on Nanoelectronics, Nanophotonics, Nanomaterials, Nanobioscience & Nanotechnology.

The solutions to the quadratic Diophantine equation
x2 þ y2 ¼ z2 are given by Pythagorean theorem. While several
methods are exploded to generate Pythagorean triples with repeti-
tion. In this paper we are introduce to study to Generate disjoint
Subsets of Set Of Pythagorean triples without repetition.

Let Set of Pythagorean Triples P = x; y; zð Þ 2 z3 : x2 þ y2 ¼ z2
 

Corollary 1:. G= 4m; 4m2  1; 4m2 þ 1
 

: f or some integer m
 

is a subset of P.

Proof:. Consider Reciprocal Summation of two consecutive odd
numbers, which is equals to a

b and c = b + 2 can become as Pytha-
gorean Triples (a, b, c), which is explained as follows

1
2m1 þ 1

2mþ1 ¼ 4m
4m21

implies the result 4m;4m2  1;4m2 þ 1
 

becomes to Pythagorean Primitive Triple for m = 1,2,3,4,. . .. . .,
because of above triple can Satises statement of Pythagorean
Theorem

4mð Þ2 þ 4m2  1
 2

= 4m2 þ 1
 2. It proves that G =

4m;4m2  1;4m2 þ 1
 

: f or some integer m
 

is a subset of P.

Corollary 2:. K = ð2mþ 1;2m mþ 1ð Þ;2m mþ 1ð Þ þ 1ÞÞ : f orf
some integer mg is a subset of P.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matpr.2021.06.102
2214-7853/Ó 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientic committee of the International Conference on Nanoelectronics, Nanophotonics, Nanomaterials,
Nanobioscience & Nanotechnology.
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The set Ptof real parameters for a fuzzy number belonging to a general family of all important parameters
are calculated such that a triangular fuzzy number with the same value of the parameter exists for every
specied ozzy number. We suggest a method for computing a triangular fuzzy number closest to p/Pt,
and review the identity features, scale and translation invariance, additivity and consistency of the
approximation operator obtained. Examples of recent ndings in this topic and implementation of a
ush-number retaining the value for the near triangular approximation. In this paper, we are revisits
the topic of TRIANGULAR NUMBERS with new perspective direction to generate them to all integers
and proved some of their inherent properties. Also we are dened two types of binary operations inner
addition and inner multiplication are satised by triangular numbers, which are represented in below.
According these binary operations, we are proven is almost Semi Ring under inner addition and inner

multiplication. Also we are nding the relation between Triangular numbers with Pascal triangles. And
we are proven some of their Inherent Properties.
Ó 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the scientic committee of the International Confer-
ence on Nanoelectronics, Nanophotonics, Nanomaterials, Nanobioscience & Nanotechnology. This is an
open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

1. Introduction

We know that it is applicable for Handshake Puzzle, Full Mesh
Network, Number Strip Puzzles. . ..etc. But it is dened Tn ¼ n nþ1ð Þ

2

only for positive integers. Now we can extended this denition
to negative integers also (without changing of original result).
Which is dened as follows.

Tn ¼
n nþ1ð Þ

2 ifnisþ Ve
n n1ð Þ

2 ifnis Ve

(

1.1. Now we can go to discuss some of their inherent properties.

Property 1:
It is an even functionTn ¼ Tn

Proof:

for nisþ Ve, Tn ¼ n nþ1ð Þ
2 , Now we can replace n by –n, it follows

that n nþ1ð Þ
2 = Tn, which is equals to n n1ð Þ

2 . Hence we can states that
It is an even function Tn ¼ Tn (Table 1. Table 2. Fig. 1).

As stated in below table shows the result Tn ¼ Tn:

Property 2:
Now we can dene inner additive (‘’) binary operation on Tn,

for some n1,n2 2 z

Tn1n2 ¼

Tn1 þ Tn2 þ n1n2ifn1;n2botharesamesign

Tn1 þ Tn2 þ n1 þ 1ð Þn2ifn1isþ Ve;n2is Veandn1þn2isþ Ve

Tn1 þ Tn2 þ n1 n2  1ð Þifn1isþ Ve;n2is Veandn1þn2is Ve

Tn1 þ Tn2 þ n1 n2 þ 1ð Þifn2isþ Ve;n1is Veandn1þn2isþ Ve

Tn1 þ Tn2 þ n1  1ð Þn2ifn2isþ Ve;n1is Veandn1þn2is Ve

8
>>>>>><
>>>>>>:
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Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a class Φ and
define  −contractive type mappings for digital me-
tric spaces. We prove a crucial Lemma in digital me-
tric spaces. Using this Lemma we prove existence and 
uniqueness of fixed point theorems in digital metric 
spaces. And we obtain Banach contraction principle 
in digital metric spaces as a corollary. We also give 
examples to illustrate our result. 
Keywords: 

Digital image, Digital metric space, Banach contrac-
tive principle,  −  ,  − , 
Finite sequence, increasing and strictly decreasing 
sequence,  − . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Fixed point theory plays an important role in function-
al analysis, and it has wider applications in differential 
and integral equations. Fixed point theory, broadly 
speaking, demonstrates the existence, uniquenessand 
construction of fixed points of a function or a family 
of functions under diverse assumptions about the 
structure of the domain  (such as a metric space or 
normed linear space or a topological space) of the 
concerned functions. 
The concept of a metric space was introduced by M. 
Ferchet [18] in 1906. Fixed point theory beginning 
from  Banach contraction principle of Banach [1] 
(1922) with complete metric spaces as a background 
and went back to Brouwer fixed point theorem of 
Brouwer [7, 8] (1910) with  ℝn  as background. It 
begins with some literature in 1960’s goes up to
1990’s which includes variants and generalizations of 
Banach contraction principle [9, 13, 20, 21, 35]. 
Extension and development of this fixed point theory 
other than metric spaces, which are generalizations of 
metric spaces, such as statistical metric spaces, Men-
ger spaces, d – complete topological spaces,  F – com-
plete metric spaces, G – Metric spaces, Fuzzy Metric 
spaces was carried by several authors [10, 11, 12, 14, 
19, 32, 33, 34]. 
     Digital topology is the study of the topological 
properties of images arrays. The results provide a 
sound mathematical basis for image processing opera-
tions such as image thinning, border following, con-

tour filling and object counting. 
Digital topology is a developing area on general to-
pology and functional analysis which studies feature 
of 2D and 3D digital image. Rosenfeld [24, 25], first 
to consider digital topology as a tool to study digital 
images. Kong [22], then introduced the digital funda-
mental group of a discrete object. The digital version 
of the topological concept was given by Boxer [2, 3, 
4]. 

A. Rosenfeld [25] first studied the almost 
fixed point property of digital images. Ege and Kara-
ca [16, 17] gave relative and reduced Lefschetz fixed 
point theorem for digital images. They also calculated 
the degree of antipodal map for the sphere like digital 
images using fixed point properties. Ege and Karaca 
[15] defined a digital metric space and proved the 
famous Banach Contraction Principle for digital im-
ages. But this paper has many slips and was refined 
and corrected by S. E. Han [31]. 

In this paper, we introduce φ − contractions 
and  φ− contractive mappings on digital metric spac-
es. We prove an important Lemma and use it to prove 
the existence and uniqueness of fixed points in digital 
metrics spaces.  

 

II. PRELIMINARIES 

Let  X be a subset of  ℤn  for a positive integer n where 
ℤn  is the set of lattice points in the 
n –dimensional Euclidean Space and  ℓ represent an 
adjacency relation for the members of  X. A digital 
image consists of  X, ℓ. 
 

2.1 Definition (Boxer [3]): Let  ℓ, n be positive integ-

ers, 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ n and p, q be two distinct points 
 

p = p1, p2,… , pn, q = q1, q2,… , qn

∈ ℤn −− − (2.1.1) 
 

p and q are  ℓ− adjacent if there are at most  ℓ indic-

es  i such that  pi − qi = 1 and for all other indices  j 

such that  pj − qj ≠ 1, pj = qj. 

The following statements can be obtained from defini-

tion 2.1 
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Abstract. In this work, we introduce and investigate a new class of analytic functions in the open unit disc U

with negative coefcients. The object of the present paper is to determine coefcient estimates, neighborhoods and

partial sums for functions f belonging to this class.

Keywords: analytic; starlike; coefcient estimate; partial sums.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Let A denote the class of analytic functions f dened on the unit diskU = z : z< 1 with

normalization f (0) = 0 and f ′(0) = 1. Such a function has the Taylor series expansion about

the origin in the form

(1) f (z) = z+
∞

∑
n=2

anzn,

denoted by S, the subclass of A consisting of functions that are univalent inU.

For f ∈ A given by (1) and g(z) given by

(2) g(z) = z+
∞

∑
n=2

bnzn
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ABSTRACT:  Let P be a collection of all Pythagorean triples , defined as P = *         +. 
For some P1 = *  + , P2 =  *  +  belongs to P.  

Now we can define  one of the Binary Operation ‘*’ on P . 

P1 * P2 = 
   





  





        

  











      

 

And another Binary Operation ‘o’ is defined as follows. 

P1 o P2 =  










   




  




            

  



  










                   

  



  









                *+

  



  











                      

  

We are proved that these two binary operations are well defined and satisfies Associative and commutative 
properties on Set of Pythagorean triples. Also we prove that (1,0,1) is generates  at most Pythagorean triples 
,under above binary operations . So we can states that  ( P,*) , (P, o) are becomes to at most Commutative Cyclic 
Semi Group. 

KEYWORDS:  Pythagorean triple , binary operation, Cyclic semi group, Generator.  

I. MAIN RESULT: 

CASE 1: First we can go to prove that the binary operation ‘*’ is well defined and under this binary operation 
(P,*) is becomes to Semi Group. 
Now  we can define  two different Sets S1 and S2 by choosing of  two positive integers x1 and x2 .   

Let S1 =    
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Abstract: In this paper, focused to study Algebraic

Structure and some Homomorphism functions On Set of

Pythagorean Triples =  ,, : +  = and

Set of Reciprocal Pythagorean triples  =

 ,, :



+




=




under the binary operation of

usual multiplications. For some

 = ,, , = ,, with . =


| − |, + ,  [ ]

, + , +  [ ]
.

Also we are proven Every Pythagorean Triple (x, y, z) is

having corresponding Reciprocal Pythagorean Triple in the

form of ,,    . Apply this corollary

to define Algebraic Structure on Set of Reciprocal

Pythagorean Triples. Also applied above binary

operations of usual multiplication on Set of Sequence of

Fibonacci type numbers to generate some subsets of Set

of Pythagorean triples. Also focused to study some

Homomorphism functions on Set of Pythagorean triples

and Set of Reciprocal Pythagorean Triples. Also, we are

proven some Properties of Trigonometric Ratio’s and

Compound Angles for Reciprocal Pythagorean Triples.
Index Terms: Algebraic Structure, Binary Operation, 

Homomorphism functions, Pythagorean theorem, Reciprocal 
Pythagorean theorem. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The solutions to the quadratic Diophantine equation 
 +  =   are given by  Pythagorean theorem and 

corresponding Reciprocal Pythagorean Triples  (a , b , h) is 


2
+



2
=



ℎ2
 with c = 



ℎ
 ,here ‘h’ is a altitude, which are can be used 

in the computation of the area of a triangle. 

  | − |, 
+ , 

(5,12,13) (4,3,5) (16,63,65)
(7,24,25) (3,4,5) (75,100,125)
(4,3,5) (8,15,17) (13,84,85)
(4,3,5) (4,3,5) (8,24,25)
(3,4,5) (8,15,17) (36,77,85)
(1,0,1) (8,15,17) (8,15,17)
(1,0,1) (1,0,1) (1,0,1)
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Abstract

This paper focused to study the Algebraic Structure of Set of Pythagorean triples

  2223 :,, zyxZzyxP  by introducing to define various types of Binary Operations

on Set of Pythagorean triples  211221212121 ,, zzyxyxxxyyPP  and  21 PP

 .,, 2121122121 zzyyzyzyxx  Also, we know that every Pythagorean triple  zyx ,, is

having Corresponding Reciprocal Pythagorean triple  .,, xyyzxz Apply this corollary, to define

Binary Operations and introduce to study Algebraic Structure of Set of Reciprocal Pythagorean

Triples   .111:,,
222

3










zyx

zzyxRP

1. Introduction

The solutions to the quadratic Diophantine equation 222 zyx  are

given by the Pythagorean Theorem. From Reference [1], It is clear that A, B,

C, D are Non empty subsets of Set of Pythagorean Triples    zyxP ,,

,: 2223 zyxZ  Where
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ABSTRACT 
  In this paper we are revisits well known problem in number theory ‘
proof of Fermat’s last theorem ‘ with different perspective .Also we are 
presented for n>2, Diophantine equations K( + ) =  and   +  
=    are satisfied by some positive prime exponents of x, y, z with some 
sufficient values of  K and L. But it is not possible to find positive integers   
x, y and z, which are satisfies above equations with exactly K=1 and L=1. 
Clearly it proves the Fermat’s last theorem, which states that No positive 
integers of  x, y, z are satisfies the equation  +  =   for n > 2. 
KEYWORDS: Fermat’s Last theorem, Diophantine equation, Prime 
Exponents. 

 
INTRODUCTION: 
We know that every integer is either prime 
or product of primes. Also we can verify 
easily above equations K( + ) =  and  
 +   =     are satisfied by some 
positive integers x, y, z 
(which are primes or product of primes with 
exponent power is 1) with some sufficient 
values of K and L are not equal to 1 for n > 
2.  i.e we can verify Fermat’s last theorem 
by choosing of x, y, z (exponent power is 1) 
to solve for K and L. Some examples are 
represented in below table. 
TABLE 1: 
Choose 
n value 

Choose 
x value 

Choose 
y value 

Choose 
z value 

K =



 L = 




 

3 2 3 5 3.57 0.28 
3 3 4 5 1.37 0.728 
3 2 5 7 2.57 0.3877 
3 3 5 7 2.2565 0.4431 
4 3 5 11 8.7565 0.1141 
4 3 6 7 1.411522 0.7084 
4 5 4 6 1.1428 0.875 

 
Now we can solve for the values of K and L 
by choosing x and y are prime exponents 
whose power is more than one for proving 
Fermat’s Last theorem. 
WORKING RULE: 

Consider the  Diophantine equations K( +
 ) =   and   +   =   . we are 
worked for finding ‘z’, ’K’, ’L’ values by 
choosing of x and y are prime exponents of 
2,3 and 5. 
Case 1: x, y is represented by 
Exponent of 2 
Theorem 1: Let  x= 2 , = 2 ,  =

2+ 2−, = + 2−
−1

 are  
satisfies  the equation K( + )=   for 
all  integer values of  p ≥1 ,q ≥ , <
 , n≥1. 
Proof: Let  x= 2, = 2 
Consider  +  = 2pn+2qn  
                +   = 2 + 2 
                +    = 2 + 2− 
Now  we can multiply both side with 

 + 2−
−1

 ,we obtain that 

  + 2−
−1

   +   =  2 +

2−


 

 + 2−
−1

   +   =  (2 +

2−)
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SOME ALGEBRAIC PROPERTIES OF PARTIAL MULTIPLICATIVE ARITHMETIC 
FUNCTIONS WITH RESPECT TO PARTIAL BASIC SEQUENCE ON THE SET OF 

SQUARE-FREE INTEGERS 
 

Dr.K.Sridevi Department of Mathematics Dr. B. R. Ambedkar Open University, Hyderabad, 
Telangana, India 

 
ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we consider arithmetic functions from a set of positive integers which are Square-free 
to Real numbers and also introduce Partial basic sequence. We establish some basic algebraic result 
of Partial Multiplicative Function with respect to partial basic sequences. 
 
Key Words :Arithmetic functions, Square-free integers, Convolution, Partial basic sequence, Partial 
multiplicative functions. 
 
1.INTRODUCTION 

A real or complex valued function defined of the set of all natural numbers or the set of all 
positive integers is called an arithmetical function. Their various properties were investigated by 
several authors and they represent an important research topic [1, 2, 3, 4]. Properties of -
multiplicative and quasi -multiplicative functions are studied in [5, 6]. 

In this paper, first we consider the set of square-free integers and define partial multiplication 
with respect to partial operator  on   . We introduce a partial basic sequence of   satisfying 
three properties. We introduce convolution operator ∘ on partial basic sequence. Finally we prove 
some general properties of partial multiplicative arithmetic functions and define related the 
convolution. Using this convolution we establish some algebraic results on partial multiplicative 
functions. 
 
2.PRELIMINARIES 

Let Be the set of all positive integers. 
Define                  . Clearly    . 
Let  be the partial binary operator defined on  as follows. 
For         is not always defined but it is defined only when     
        . 
Let  be the sub set of    such that        . 
Thus           . 
We observe that    is defined if    . 
 has the following properties: 

(i)         
(ii) Suppose      Then                 
(iii)        . 

 is called partial basic sequence on . 
Note: Observe that 

1.                . 
.                whenever one side is meaningful.  
Here                . 

We define the convolution operator ∘ for functions defined on . 
Suppose                
Define  ∘      
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ABSTRACT: 
        In this paper, we introduce the notion of Partial sub-basic sequence on the sub set of Square-
free odd integers and using convolution definition of arithmetic functions from the set of square free 
positive integers to real numbers and obtain some basic algebraic properties of convolution. We also 
define Partial Multiplicative Functions with respect to Partial Basic Sequences and obtain their 
properties. These results are extended the results given in Sridevi [7] relating to the arithmetic 
functions, thus this paper is a sequel to Sridevi [7].  
KEY WORDS:          Arithmetic functions, Square-free integers, Square-free odd integers, 
Convolution, Partial sub-basic sequence, Partial multiplicative functions. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
        A real or complex valued function defined of the set of all natural numbers or the set of all 
positive integers is called an arithmetical function. Their various properties were investigated by 
several authors and they represent an important research topic [1, 2, 3, 4]. Properties of ℬ - 
Multiplicative and Quasi ℬ - multiplicative functions are studied in [5, 6]. 
       Sridevi [7] considered the set Å of square-free integers and defined partial multiplication with 
respect to partial operator ∗ on Å × Å. In [7] a partial basic sequence of Å × Å satisfying three 
properties is introduced. In this paper, we introduce partial sub-basic sequence and convolution 
operator ∘ on partial basic sequence. Using this convolution, we establish some algebraic results of 
arithmetic functions. We also introduce the notion of partial multiplicative functions and study their 
properties. This paper is sequel to Sridevi [7]. 
 
2.  PRELIMINARIES 
    Let ℤ be the set of all positive integers. 
    Define Å =  ∈ ℤ is square− free} i. e.,  is a prime, ⟹  † . Clearly   ∈ Å. 
    Sridevi [7] introduced the notion of partial binary operator on Å and partial basic sequence on Å 
as follows. 
    Let ∗ be the partial binary operator defined on Å as follows. 
    For ,  ∈ Å,  ∗  =  whenever , = . 
    We observe that  ∗  is not always defined but it is defined only when ,  =
. i. e. , gcd of, = . 
    Let Ϝ be the sub set of Å × Å such that , ∈ Ϝ if , = . 
    Thus Ϝ = ,|, ∈ Å, , = . 
    We observe that  ∗  is defined if , ∈ Ϝ. 
Ϝ has the following properties: 
    (i) ,  ∈ Ϝ ⟺ ,  ∈ Ϝ 
    (ii) Suppose , ,  ∈ Å. Then ,  ∈ Ϝ ⟺ ,  ∈ Ϝ, ,  ∈ Ϝ ad ,  = . 
    (iii) , ∈ Ϝ for all  ∈ Å. 

Ϝ is called partial basic sequence on Å. 
 
3.  RESULTS 
     Let Ḃ =  ∈ ℤ is square − free odd iteger} 
    Then clearly Ḃ is a proper subset of Å. 
    Write ϜḂ = ,, ∈ Ḃ, , = }. 
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ABSTRACT:  
         In this paper, we give examples of partial sub-basic sequences on the sub set of square-free integers 
and using convolution definition of arithmetic functions obtain some basic algebraic properties. We obtain 
some properties of Partial Multiplicative Functions with respect to Partial           Sub-basic Sequences. These 
results extend the results given in Sridevi [7, 8] related to the arithmetic functions, thus this paper is sequel to 
Sridevi [7, 8].  
 
KEY WORDS: Arithmetic functions, Square-free integers, Square-free odd integers, Convolution, 
Partial sub-basic sequences, Partial multiplicative functions.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
        A real or complex valued function defined of the set of all natural numbers or the set of all positive 
integers is called an arithmetical function. Their various properties were investigated by several authors and 
they represent an important research topic [1, 2, 3, 4]. Properties of ℬ-Multiplicative and Quasi ℬ - 
Multiplicative functions are studied in [5, 6]. 
        Sridevi [7] considered the set Å of square-free integers and defined partial multiplication with respect to 
partial operator ∗ on Å × Å. In [7] a partial basic sequence of Å× Å satisfying three properties is introduced. 
Sridevi [8] also introduced partial sub basic sequence and convolution operator ∘ on partial basic sequence, 
established some algebraic results of arithmetic functions and also introduced the notion of partial 
multiplicative functions and studied their properties. In this paper, we give examples of partial sub-basic 
sequences on the sub set of square-free integers. Using convolution definition of arithmetic functions, we 
obtain some basic algebraic properties. This is a sequel to Sridevi [7, 8]. 
 
2.  PRELIMINARIES 
    Let ℤ be the set of all positive integers. 
    Define Å =  ∈ ℤ is squarefree} i. e. , s a prime, ⟹  † . Clearly   ∈ Å. 
    Sridevi [7] introduced the notion of partial binary operator on Å and partial basic sequence on Å as follows. 
    Let ∗ be the partial binary operator defined on Å as follows: 
    For , ∈ Å,  ∗  =   whenever , = . 
     We observe that  ∗  is not always defined , but it is defined only when , =  .  

i. e. , gcd of , = . 
    Let Ϝ be the sub set of Å × Å such that , ∈ Ϝ if ,  = . 
    Thus Ϝ = ,|, ∈ Å, , = . 
    We observe that  ∗  is defined if , ∈ Ϝ. 
Ϝ  has the following properties: 
     (i)  ,  ∈ Ϝ ⟺ ,  ∈ Ϝ 
     (ii)  Suppose , ,  ∈ Å. Then ,  ∈ Ϝ ⟺ ,  ∈ Ϝ, ,  ∈ Ϝ ad ,  =  
     (iii) , ∈ Ϝ for all  ∈ Å. 
      Ϝ is called partial basic sequence on Å. 
      Sridevi [8] introduced the notion of partial sub-basic sequence on the sub set of square-free odd integers. 
     Ḃ =  ∈ ℤ is square− free odd iteger} 
     Then clearly Ḃ is a proper subset of Å. 
     Write ϜḂ = ,, ∈ Ḃ, , = }. 
ϜḂ has the following properties:  
     (i) ,  ∈ ϜḂ ⟺ , ∈ ϜḂ 
     (ii) Suppose , ,  ∈ Ḃ. Then ,  ∈ ϜḂ ⟺ ,  ∈ ϜḂ, ,  ∈ ϜḂ ad ,  =  
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Abstract: 
This paper revisits one of the Diophantine Equations   +  =  And its transcendental representation 

 








=  +



−
. By substituting n=2, the quadratic Diophantine equation satisfies Pythagorean Theorem. This paper 

introduced to a generation of all primitive and Nonprimitive Pythagorean triples for each positive integer ‘x ‘. By
substituting n = -2 in the above Diophantine equation it satisfies the Reciprocal Pythagorean Theorem 



2
+



2
=



2
. 

Also verified each Pythagorean Triple (a, b, c) is generates Reciprocal Pythagorean Triple , , . 

Apply this corollary to generate Set of Reciprocal Pythagorean Triples RPT=. ,, :


2
+



2
=



2
. Also, verified 

each p=(a, b, c) ∈ RPT,  =



  (Also, c = 



ℎ
 );  h = √ ;  =  .  ;  =  . ; c = 2R; r = 




 ; 

 = 
ℎ


,   = 

ℎ


,  = 




,    = 




 ,  = 

ℎ


,  = 

ℎ


   

with   + = 
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Introduction 

The solutions to the quadratic Diophantine equation P= =. ,, :  +  =  are given by the 
Pythagorean theorem. While several methods are exploded to generate Pythagorean triples with repetition, two of them 
are represented below. Also, we are proposed one of the methods to generate the Pythagorean triples without 
repetition for each positive integer. 

Corollary 1: G =   , −  , +  ∶     is a subset of P. 

 Proof: Consider Reciprocal Summation of two consecutive odd number, which is equal to   



  and c = b + 2 can 

become Pythagorean Triple (a , b, c) , which is  



+




=



2
  implies the result   , −  , +   

becomes to Pythagorean primitive Triple for m = 1,2 ,3,4,……,because of above triple can Satisfies statement of
Pythagorean Theorem    +  − =  + .  

It proves that S =   , −  , +  ∶     is a subset of  P. 

Corollary 2: K =    + , + , +  +  ∶     is a subset of P. 

Proof:  Consider Reciprocal Summation of two consecutive even numbers which is equal to   



  and c = b + 1 can 

become Pythagorean Triple (a , b, c) , which is 



+




=




 implies the result 

 ( + ,  + , + + )) is becomes to Pythagorean Triple for n = 1, 2,3,4,….  

 It proves that K =    + ,  + ,  +  +  ∶     is a subset of P. 

Limitations on Existing Results to generate Pythagorean Triples: 

1)      Euclid’s Method generates Pythagorean Triples only for odd integers. 
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Abstract: Graph Theory is one of the best known, 

popular and extensively researched subject, 

having many applications and conjectures, which

are still open and studied by various 

mathematicians and computer scientists along the

world.Now a days the role of graph theory in 

various filed is increasing, currently it provide

greater functionality, combination, and low cost 

system into real world designed systems. Graph 

theory is in spot to play extensive roles in real 

application. In different fields the field of 

mathematics plays a key role. In mathematics, 

graph theory is one of the important fields used in 

structural models. This structural structure of

different objects or technologies leads to new 

developments and changes in the current world in

these areas. In this paper extremal hyper graph 

theory based on non principal families. A family F 

of k-graphs is called non-principal if its Turan 

density is strictly smaller than that of each 

individual member. For each k ≥ 3 we find two 

(explicit) k-graphs F and G such that {F, G} is 

non-principal. Our proofs use stability results for

hyper graphs. 

KEY WORDS: Extremal Hyper Graph, 

Mathematics, Non-Principal Families, Turan

density. 

I.INTRODUCTION

A diagram consisting of many points and 

lines that unite several pairs of these points

can be easily represented for several real-

world contexts. The points might, for 

example, show individuals with lines who 

join couples with friends; or the points could

be contact centers with lines showing 

connection connections. Notice that one is 

primarily concerned in such diagrams

whether a line connects two defined points 

or not; the way they are connected is

immaterial [1]. The definition of a graph is a

statistical abstraction of conditions of this 

kind.

 

Graph theory principles are commonly used

in various fields to research and model 

different applications [2]. This includes

studying molecules, building chemical

bonds and studying atoms. In sociology, for

instance, graph theory is used to calculate

the popularity of actors or to investigate

processes of diffusion.  

The theory of graphs is used for biodiversity

and conservation, where a vertex represents

areas in which some species live and where 

edges represent migratory or moving paths

between areas. This data is important for 

examining the breeding habits of disease,

parasites and for investigating the effect of

migration on other animals. This knowledge

is important. In the field of computer 

science, graph theory concepts are widely

used [3]. The graph theory uses algorithms

such as Breadth First Search, Depth First

Search, Topological Sort, BellmanFord, the 

algorithme of Dijkstra, Minimum Trees, the

Algorithm of Kruskal and the Prim’s. 

Graphs consist of points called vertices,

lines called edges, Edges connect two

vertices, Edges only intersect at vertices and

Edges joining a vertex to itself are called

Mukt Shabd Journal
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Abstract – Proving existence and uniqueness of fixed points by using generalized altering distance function in 
complete metric space has nice application. In this paper, we obtain unique common fixed point results for four 
self mappings by altering distances in seven variables and application to integral type inequalities. 
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1. Introduction: 
 
 Fixed point theory plays an important role in functional analysis. Fixed point theory beginning from
Banach contraction principle of Banach [2] (1922) in complete metric spaces has wider applications in
differential and integral equations in mathematical science and engineering. Many authors have
exteded, geeralized ad iproved Baach’s fixed poit theore i differet ways and different
generalized metric spaces.

The fixed point theorems related to altering distances between points in complete metric spaces have 
been obtained initially by D. Delbosco [9] and F. Skof [20] in 1977. M. S. Khan et al. [12] initiated the idea of 
obtaining fixed point of self maps of a metric space by altering distance between the points with the use of a 
certain continuous control function. K. P. R. Sastry and G. V. R. Babu [18] discussed and established the 
existence of fixed points for the orbits of single self-maps and pairs of self-maps by using a control function. 
K. P. R. Sastry et al. [17, 19] proved fixed point theorems in complete metric spaces by using a continuous 
control function. B. S. Choudhury et al. [7, 8], G. V. R.  Babu et al. [3, 4, 5, 6], S. V. R. Naidu [13, 14], K. P. 
R. Rao et al. [15, 16] proved some common fixed point results by altering distances. 
 
 Aliouche [1] proved common fixed point results in symmetric spaces for weakly compatible mappings 
under contractive condition of integral type. Hesseni [10, 11] used contractive rule of integral type by altering 
distance and generalized common fixed point results. Mishra et al. [22] proved two common fixed point 
theorems under contraction rule of integral type in complete metric spaces by altering distance. 
 
 The main aim of this paper is to prove the existence and uniqueness of common fixed points of two 
pairs of sub compatible mappings by using a generalized altering distance function of seven variables and apply 
them to integral type inequalities. This paper is an extension of our previous result K. Sridevi et al. [21].  
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A NEW SUBCLASS OF MEROMORPHIC FUNCTIONS WITH

POSITIVE COEFFICIENTS DEFINED BY INTEGRAL

OPERATOR

K. SRIDEVI AND T. SWAROOPA RANI

Abstract. The target of this article is acquire coecient bounds, radii of
starlikeness and convexity, convex linear combinations, integral transforms

and neighborhood results for the subclass positive coecient meromorphic
functions.

1. Introduction

Let Σ indicate the class of meromorphic functions of the form

η(w) =
1

w
+

∞∑

n=1

ℓnw
n (1.1)

which are regular in the punctured unit disc

U∗ = w : w ∈ C and 0 < w < 1 = U \ 0.
A function η ∈ Σ is given by (1.1) is said to be meromorphically starlike and
meromorphically convex of order ϖ if it delights the pursing

−ℜ

wη′(w)
η(w)


> ϖ, (w ∈ U) (1.2)

and −ℜ

1 +

wη′′(w)
η′(w)


> ϖ, (w ∈ U) (1.3)

for some ϖ, (0 ≤ ϖ < 1) respectively and we say that η is in the class Σ∗(ϖ) and
Σc(ϖ) of such functions respectively.

The class Σ∗(ϖ) and dierent subclasses of Σ have been examined broadly
by researchers [1, 6, 8, 9]. Over the few years, numerous authors have explored
the subclass of positive coecient meromorphic functions. Juneja and Reddy [3]
discussed the Σp function of the form

η(w) =
1

w
+

∞∑

n=1

ℓnw
n, (ℓn ≥ 0), (1.4)

which are regular and univalent in U∗. The functions of this class are called to
be meromorphic function with a positive coecients. Jung et al. [4] dened the
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inherent properties
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a b s t r a c t

We know that Diophantine equations are polynomial equations with integer coefcients and they are
having integer solutions. In this paper we are revisits one of the Diophantine Equation xn + yn ¼ znin dif-
ferent perspective, to study some of its inherent properties. In this paper we are proven transcendental

representation of above Diophantine equations is z
y

 n
2 ¼ 1þ 2

x21. By substituting n = 2, the quadratic

Diophantine equation is satises Pythagorean theorem, which is having transcendental representation
z
y ¼ 1þ 2

x21. Also we are nding all primitive and non primitive Pythagorean triples by choosing

of x value from following four disjoint Sets (whose union is becomes to Set of all positive integers).

A = x; y; zð Þ : z
y ¼ 1þ 2

x21 if x is odd prime number or its powers
n o

B = x; y; zð Þ : z
y ¼ 1þ 2

x
2p1ð Þ2

 2

1

8
><
>:

if x is odd composite and its powers; for some p ¼ 1;2;3::g

C = x; y; zð Þ : z
y ¼ 1þ 2

x
2ð Þ21

if x is geometric


power of 2


D= x; y; zð Þ : z
y ¼ 1þ 2

x
2p2

 2

1

if x is even composite but not geometric power of2; for some p ¼ 1;2;3   

8
><
>:

9
>=
>;
.

And with using of programming coding of ‘c’ language for above transcendental representation of
Diophantine equation,we are proven Fermat’s Last Theorem for n > 2.
Ó 2021 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

We know that Diophantine equations are polynomial equations
with integer coefcients and they are having integer solutions.

Case 1: TRANSCENDENTAL REPRESENTATION OF DIOPHANTINE
EQUATION

Consider the Diophantine equation xn þ yn ¼ zn.

Now we can solve for integer solution for above Diophantine
equation.

x
n
2

 2
+ y

n
2

 2 ¼ z
n
2

 2
implies that x

n
2

 2 ¼ z
n
2

 2  y
n
2

 2

follows that 1 =
z
n
2þy

n
2

 
z
n
2y

n
2

 

x
n
2

 2 , implies that 1 = z
n
2þy

n
2

x
n
2

 
z
n
2y

n
2

x
n
2

 

Consider above factors are reciprocals to each other with some
positive integers x, y, z.

Without losing the generality, For some two positive odd inte-
gers a, b (a must be multiple of b),we can go to assume
z
n
2þy

n
2

x
n
2

¼ a
b ;

z
n
2y

n
2

x
n
2

¼ b
a,
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